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Easter egg borderlands 3

One thing Borderlands always does very well is crowd an infinite amount of Easter references and eggs in every game. Whether it's character guides, gun/text names, etc., Borderlands 3 is no exception to this. There are a ton of large Easter eggs in Borderlands 3, here are just a few of the
best we've ever seen. Image Credit: Gearbox Software Near the start of the game, you will get a secondary mission that requires you to recover a certain pair of underwear from the famous 'Under Taker'. This is a reference to WWE legend Undertaker. Both characters also wear a trendy
black hat. During a side mission in Pandora, you'll find yourself exploring an old abandoned mine. With enough exploration, you'll end up in a room that, unlike Gandalf, you'll have a memory of this place. It is the tomb in the Moria Mines of the Lord of the Rings, except that instead of Balin's
resting place, you will find a loot chest instead. Explore a little more and find a mission item near a well. As you approach the well, you'll hear a sound of a skeleton falling through it. Stupid of a Took! Image Credit: Gearbox Software During a certain sequence in Promethea, you get to a
point where you are talking to Rhys. He asks if you think he should shave his moustache. Whatever answer you give, the game will give you a 'Rhys will remind you' notification. This is a pretty smart guide to Telltale Games' choice system. Rhys also first appears in Tales From The
Borderlands, which was a property of Telltale Games (RIP). In Pandora, during one of Hammerlock's first legendary fighters, you're up against a rather persistent Varkid. This Varkid is actually several members of downton Abbey's Crawley family who constantly metamorphoses into different
family members. If you look closely you can also see some hats and whiskers to breathe everything. Image Credit: Gearbox Software A little later in the game, you encounter two manic bosses who hold a kind of live engagement driving event on Pandora. This evil duo is Pain and Terror. If
the names sound familiar, it's because it's a play in Penn and Teller, and the famous couple really lend their voices to the characters in the game. This unique artifact found randomly in the game is called the Road Warrior (a reference in itself to the film Mel Gibson Mad Max). But even
better, in the flavor text of the descriptions of the statistics, 'Bonesaw Is READY' can be found. A reference to the fictional wrestler character Bonesaw, played by Macho Man Randy Savage in Sam Raimi's Spider-Man. Image Credit: GameWatcher Later in the game, some of Pandora's
enclosed areas open, you are able to make a secondary mission for the 'Buff Film Buff'. The moment you get close to the guy, you're going to realize he's supposed to be Tommy Wiseau Wiseau. visionary behind The Room). Tommy didn't lend his voice to the game, but the impression is
very close. The Buff Film Buff is fed up because no one understands his cinematic genius and someone threw his movie in the trash! Help him get his movie on the big screen and he'll reward you with large piles of cash because he 'has a lot of money for some reason'. These are just a few
of the stunning Borderlands 3 Easter eggs that we thought were worth noting. What are your favorites? Do you have a favorite that's not on the list? Let us know! Related Story: Watch Tommy Wiseau in 'SpaceWorld' Animated Series PilotTAGSborderlandsBorderlands 3Easter EggGaming
listsgearbox Below is every Borderlands 3 Easter Egg we found so far. Click to view them all, or continue scrolling to read them individually. Cooler Borderlands Easter Eggs 3During each character's combat has intermediate battle lines. Moze the Gunner says things like Thank You, Next -
a reference to Ariana Grande's single of the same name - and yes, I'm thinking I'm back Many of the skills you can choose from a character's skill tree may offer some flavor text to accompany the skill description, but a particular skill hides a Marvel reference. Zane's Quick Breather ability
allows you to instantly reload is shield and return to fight, and provides flavor text I can do this all day. This is a recurring line spoken by Captain America in marvel movies that also brings an iconic shield in battle with him. This shield is one of the legendary weapons in Borderlands 3 and its
red text effect is Feel the Bern. This is not a typo. Bern is short for Bernie Sanders, an American senator who ran for president. Feel the bern was a slogan popularized by Bernie Sanders' supporter during the 2016 presidential election. As one of the many legendary weapons that can be
found in the game, Speedloadin' Hellwalker is a Jakobs-branded double-barreled shotgun that looks a lot like the beloved shotgun used by the DOOM type. Speedloadin' Hellwalker behaves as if you waited for a shotgun to behave, but with a clean twist. When you fire the gun, you get a
brief sound from a sick guitar. In addition, the gun's bullet scatter pattern also represents a diabolical symbol. This is Wick and Warty. The name sounds extremely similar to Rick and Morty, a popular animated TV show starring a drunken scientist and his grandson on intergalactic and
dimensional adventures (the portal gun is a staple here). Wick and Warty can be found in the city of prometha. Killing them during the Wick Side Mission and Warty will give you great loot. To learn how to find them yourself, be sure to check out our Wick and Warty Side mission guide.
There's a side mission at Borderlands 3 in Pandora that will take you through an abandoned mine. At a certain point in the you over a room that might look familiar. Yes, it is meant to be the resting place of Balin, a character in The Hobbit mentioned in The Ring Community. Instead of a
royal coffin containing the late dwarf you'll find a loot chest with nothing special of interest inside, although if you continue the mission you'll collect a mission item near a well and hear the sound of a skeleton falling through the well. You also fight a Gigantic Balrog. The boxes of Splodeo's,
the official cereal of the gun manufacturer Torgue, can be found throughout the game. When you see these boxes sitting on a shelf or tucked into a corner, give him a bullet. Shooting these cereal boxes will trigger a short guitar solo every time you hit it. You can do this about three or four
times before the box is destroyed. However, be careful. Splodeo boxes found mixed in loot stacks on the ground cannot be fired for this purpose. A small jar at the counter at the bar in Sanctuary can be used to give Moxxi a tip of money to express his appreciation for... Whatever she does.
If you send spam to the jar with lots of money, Moxxi will eventually give you weapons. She mails them to you, so open your Social menu and accept the gifts. Weapons are unique and will always be accompanied by sexual innuendo in the taste text. The aptly named Freeman, a rocket
launcher made by Atlas Corporation, is a clear reference to the weapon that can be found in the Half-Life series. In Borderlands 3, rockets fired from the weapon are controlled by players. (game sound) Downton Abbey is a show about the Crawley family. This Varkid you can find in Pandora
is more or less the whole Crawley family packed in one. When you exhaust his health, he capulants himself and then emerges as two more of the Crawley family and does so a few times before the fight finally comes to an end. Don't forget to notice the ridiculous moustaches and top hats
these little bastards are sporty. Have you ever been looting chests randomly placed in a sewer and suddenly a mother of grogans comes out of nowhere and sickens her fire by breathing Rakks over you? Yes, it happens all the time. When you travel through this optional area in Eden-6,
you'll come up with a not-so-subtle reference to Game of Thrones as Mother of Grogans, the Queen of the Kingdom of Sewer Without Corrosing appears in front of you and will sicken her three dragon-like Rakks who will spit fire on you if you're not careful. This one is not too subtle,
considering their names. These two Goliats hide in Jakobs Estate hiding in a corner waiting for you. Heckle and Hyde are also part of Zero's Wanted's list found in their quarters in Kill them for additional loot and XP. These two are much more on the nose than Heckle and Hyde. Instead of
Pen and Teller, we have and terror. The pain is clearly modeled after Pen and it is quite clear Pen also provides V.O. for the character. But the real star here is Teller's excellent voice provided for his video game counterpart, Terror. You may encounter an enemy who can literally kill you with
one punch. This is a reference to One Punch Man, a superhero from a webcomic who can take down enemies in a single blow. Here's how to find it: Head to the city of Lectra, head to the city center, and the tunnels. On the right is a switch puzzle. Turn on all TVs and One Punch will
appear. For more details, be sure to check out our wiki page on how to find it. During the de Under Taker side mission you will have to kill someone named Under Taker, who is also the name of a prominent WWE wrestler. In addition to sharing a name, the Under Taker in Borderlands 3
wears a top hat reminiscent of the wrestler's iconic black hat.  Arctic Tamed Night Hawkin is a reference to Netflix's sci-fi show Stranger Things. Hawkin is a reference to Hawkins, the small midwest town where the show takes place. The text of the taste/red text is Stranger than things as in
Stranger Things. You understand? Unfortunately, if you want to literally get this gun you will have to keep your fingers crossed as its fall is random. We got this gun from a miscellaneous enemy (not from a specific boss or mission). Below are some of our favorite Easter eggs (on this page)
in video form. Check out below: There's a crew challenge located in Promethea, Skywell-27. There you'll have to eliminate a Zer0 target called Handsome Jackie. This character is a guide to Handsome Jack who was the antagonist of Borderlands 2. Below is the location of this crew
challenge. In the Area of Tazandeer Ruins, located on the planet Nekrotafeyo, players can find an intelligentguine to Mimir of God of War (2018). This Nordic God of Knowledge and Wisdom is just a head and one of the central elements of God of War involved traveling by boat. So this
single head inside a similar wooden boat is a reference to Mimir. For a tutorial on how to get to this Easter egg, check out the reference location and tutorial on how to find God of War Mimir. (Discovery credits for you/JCE_1999 and you/Dreamboy101 on Reddit) Reddit)
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